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Hello All, 

Below is a summary of our conversa�on including some of the pros and cons to wai�ng a year vs. going a�er
culver replacement implementa�on funding now.

Grant Funding Background

MVP maximum award amount for a single town is $3million.
The current price of the culvert replacement as es�mated by GZA is $3.6million.
GZA es�mates an addi�onal $200,000 for their role in construc�on engineering and oversight.
BRPC has es�mated approximately $38,000 for grant administra�on and outreach (Jus�n, Roger, and
Dennis - note that I did a few more calcula�ons and added in direct costs so it came out higher than I
previously quoted). 

Match

This would be a two-year grant with a match of $838,000. In other words, everything in excess of the
max ask of $3million from MVP.
It should be noted that the match can be split over those two years so you can cover $300,000 the
FY25 and the remaining $538,000 in FY26.
Some match could come from Chapter 90 funding provided you have enough for all other projects.
Jus�n suggested that the Town borrow the remaining match plus some (or all) of the grant funded
por�on of $3million so you have cash up front to pay for things since this is a reimbursement-based
grant. I think this is a good idea.
I've a�ached the dra� budget which you see if divided into many tasks - this is so we can ask more
reimbursements more regularly and make it so Monterey doesn't have to float too much of the cost of
the project prior to reimbursement. 

Pros and Cons to wai�ng a year to apply for grant funding:
Pros

The match this year is not reduced for Monterey and I'm fairly certain it will be 10% next year. 
There is a statewide effort advoca�ng for a bond to increase MVP funding to $100 million. If this goes
through there is a chance that MVP will raise the $3million cap on grant awards for construc�on
projects. They have been made aware that construc�on is very costly and that it would benefit towns
to raise the cap. This is no guarantee but if it does happen you would be responsible for a lower
match. 
Wai�ng a year will give the project �me to secure all the permits.

This will make for a slightly cleaner applica�on and
There is a chance that extra costs may be added to the project during the permi�ng process. For
example, if MassDOT requests changes to the design and this adds costs. Wai�ng a year gives
you a chance to ensure that all costs are included in the grant applica�on. 



Cons

The town has built up momentum and it would be good to piggyback on this momentum
Costs would most likely increase somewhere between 3-5% due infla�on, cost of goods, and labor
between now and FY26 when construc�on would actually begin. 
MVP has this project on their radar, so it might be good to strike while they are excited about seeing it
through
Most of the permi�ng is good for 2-3 years, if you wait too long (more than a year) to start the project
you will need to re-permit some elements such as Wetlands Delinea�on. 

I will be there at the Tuesday mee�ng either in person or online. 
Till then, I hope this helps you prep for the discussion and make a decision. 

Best,
Courteny
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